Arts Assessment: Evidence Of Success

High-quality assessments are an integral part of measuring and monitoring student growth and informing classroom instruction. Arts educators are often left on their own to develop assessments and identify student growth measures, often without adequate background in assessment design and implementation.

Our Arts Assessment Professional Development workshop will help educators acquire skills in developing, reviewing, and selecting high-quality assessments. Sessions will focus on foundations of assessment literacy, quality assessment design and an understanding of why they are important to instruction and student learning. Workshops are appropriate for all fine arts disciplines (including dance, music, theater and visual arts.)

Workshops will focus on these topics:

- Validity, reliability and bias
- How to prioritize fine arts standards
- Deconstruction of standards
- Assessment methods and alignment with standards
- Principles of Webb's Depth of Knowledge
- Arts assessment blueprints - plan of action and creating assessments
- Sharing with & learning from colleagues
- Learning resources on the Ohio Arts Assessment Collaborative website

To schedule professional development sessions for your fine arts teaching staff contact:

Ohio Alliance for Arts Education
info@oaae.net
614.224.1060
www.oaae.net

The Ohio Alliance for Arts Education also offers professional development in arts/curriculum integration, advocacy, adaptation & inclusion strategies, universal design for learning, developing SLOs, and gifted student identification.